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Abstract. We first provide existence and uniqueness conditions for the solvability of an algebraic
eigenvalue problem with eigenvector nonlinearity. We then present a local and global convergence
analysis for a self-consistent field (SCF) iteration for solving the problem. The well-known sin\Theta 
theorem in the perturbation theory of Hermitian matrices plays a central role. The near-optimality
of the local convergence rate of the SCF iteration revealed in this paper is demonstrated by exam-
ples from the discrete Kohn--Sham eigenvalue problem in electronic structure calculations and the
maximization of the trace ratio in the linear discriminant analysis for dimension reduction.
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1. Introduction. The following eigenvector-dependent nonlinear eigenvalue
problem (NEPv) is to find V \in \BbbC n\times k with orthonormal columns and \Lambda \in \BbbC k\times k

such that

(1.1) H(V )V = V \Lambda ,

where H(V ) \in \BbbC n\times n is a Hermitian matrix--valued function of V \in \BbbC n\times k with or-
thonormal columns, i.e., V HV = Ik, k \leq n (usually k \ll n). Immediately, we infer
from (1.1) that \Lambda = V HH(V )V , necessarily Hermitian, and the eigenvalues of \Lambda are
k of the n eigenvalues of H(V ). For the problem of practical interests, they are usu-
ally either the k smallest or the k largest eigenvalues of H(V ). We will state all our
results for the case of the smallest eigenvalues. But they are equally valid if the word
``smallest"" is replaced by ``largest.""

Often the dependency on V of H(V ) satisfies

(1.2) H(V ) \equiv H(V Q) for any unitary Q \in \BbbC k\times k.

The condition (1.2) implies that H(V ) is a function of k-dimensional subspaces of \BbbC n

or, equivalently, a function on the complex Grassmann manifold Gk(\BbbC n). In particular,
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if V is a solution, then so is V Q for any k\times k unitary matrix Q. Therefore, any solution
V to (1.1) essentially represents a class \{ V Q : Q \in \BbbC k\times k, QHQ = Ik\} , each of which

solves (1.1). In light of this, we say that the solution to (1.1) is unique if V , \widetilde V are

two solutions to (1.1); then \scrR (V ) = \scrR (\widetilde V ), where \scrR (V ) and \scrR (\widetilde V ) are the column

subspaces of V and \widetilde V , respectively.
The most well known origin of NEPv (1.1) is from Kohn--Sham density func-

tional theory in electronic structure calculations; see [15, 20, 5] and references therein.
NEPv (1.1) also arises from the discretized Gross--Pitaevskii equation for modeling
particles in the state of matter called the Bose--Einstein condensate [1, 7, 8], opti-
mization of the trace ratio in the linear discriminant analysis for dimension reduction
[16], and balanced graph cuts [9].

In the first part of this paper, we present two sufficient conditions for the existence
and uniqueness of the solution of NEPv (1.1). One is a Lipschitz-like condition on the
matrix-value function H(V ). The other is a uniform gap between the kth and (k+1)st
smallest eigenvalues of H(V ), known as the ``uniform well-posedness"" property for
the Hartree--Fock equation in electronic structure calculations [4]. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first such kind of results on the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of NEPv (1.1) from the linear algebraic point of view.

Self-consistent field (SCF) iteration is the most widely used algorithm to solve
NEPv (1.1); see [15, 20] and references therein. It is conceivably a natural one to try.
At the ith SCF iteration, one computes an approximation to the eigenvector matrix
Vi associated with the k smallest eigenvalues of H(Vi - 1) evaluated at the previous
approximation Vi - 1, and then Vi is used as the next approximation to the solution of
NEPv (1.1). When the iterative process converges, the computed eigenvectors are said
to be self-consistent. In the second part of this paper, we provide a local and global
convergence analysis of a plain SCF iteration for solving NEPv (1.1). We use two
examples to show the near-optimality of the newly established local convergence rate.
We closely examine applications of derived convergence results to electronic structure
calculations and linear discriminant analysis for dimension reduction. In particular,
with weaker assumptions, we can significantly improve previous convergence results
in [14, 27] on the SCF iteration for solving the discrete Kohn--Sham NEPv.

We will begin the presentation in section 2 with a review of matrix norms, angles
between subspaces, and perturbation bounds to be used in this paper. In section 3, we
establish the existence and uniqueness of NEPv (1.1) under a Lipschitz-like condition
and the uniform well-posedness of the eigenvalue gap of H(V ). In section 4, we
start by stating a plain SCF iteration for solving NEPv (1.1) and then establish local
and global convergence results for the SCF iteration. In section 5, we discuss two
applications. Concluding remarks are given in section 6.

Notation. \BbbC n\times m is the set of all n\times m matrices with complex entries, \BbbC n = \BbbC n\times 1,
and \BbbC = \BbbC 1. Correspondingly, we will use \BbbR n\times m, \BbbR n, and \BbbR for their counterparts
for the real number case. The superscripts ``\cdot T"" and ``\cdot H"" take the transpose and the
complex conjugate transpose of a matrix or vector, respectively. \BbbU n\times k = \{ V | V \in 
\BbbC n\times k, V HV = Ik\} , i.e., the set of all n\times k complex matrices with orthonormal columns,
and Gk(\BbbC n) denotes the complex Grassmann manifold of all k-dimensional subspaces
of \BbbC n. In (or simply I if its dimension is clear from the context) is the n\times n identity
matrix, and ej is its jth column. \scrR (X) is the column space of matrix X. Denote
by \lambda j(H) for 1 \leq j \leq n the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix H \in \BbbC n\times n. They are
always arranged in nondecreasing order: \lambda 1(H) \leq \lambda 2(H) \leq \cdot \cdot \cdot \leq \lambda n(H). Diag(x)
denotes the diagonal matrix with the vector x on its diagonal. diag(A) stands for the
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column vector containing the diagonal elements of the matrix A.

2. Preliminaries. For completeness, in this section, we review matrix norms,
angles between subspaces, and perturbation bounds to be used later in this paper.

Unitarily invariant norm. A matrix norm \| \cdot \| ui is called a unitarily invariant
norm on \BbbC m\times n if it is a matrix norm and has the following two properties:

1. \| XHAY \| ui = \| A\| ui for all unitary matrices X and Y .
2. \| A\| ui = \| A\| 2 whenever A is of rank one, where \| \cdot \| 2 is the spectral norm.

Two commonly used unitarily invariant norms are

the spectral norm: \| A\| 2 = max
j
\sigma j ,

the Frobenius norm: \| A\| F =

\Biggl( \sum 
j

\sigma 2
j

\Biggr) 1/2

,

where \sigma 1, \sigma 2, . . . , \sigma min\{ m,n\} are the singular values of A; see, e.g., [2, 22].
In this paper, for convenience, any \| \cdot \| ui we use is generic to matrix sizes in

the sense that it applies to matrices of all sizes [22, page 79]. Examples include the
matrix spectral norm \| \cdot \| 2 and the Frobenius norm \| \cdot \| F. One important property
of unitarily invariant norms is

(2.1) \| ABC\| ui \leq \| A\| 2 \cdot \| B\| ui \cdot \| C\| 2

for any matrices A, B, and C of compatible sizes. Comparing \| \cdot \| 2 with any \| \cdot \| ui,
we have

(2.2) \| A\| 2 \leq \| A\| ui \leq min\{ m,n\} \| A\| 2

for any A \in \BbbC m\times n. Sharper bounds than this are possible for a particular unitarily
invariant norm. For example,

(2.3) \| A\| 2 \leq \| A\| F \leq 
\sqrt{} 
min\{ m,n\} \| A\| 2.

Angles between subspaces. Consider the complex Grassmann manifold Gk(\BbbC n)
consisting of all k-dimensional subspaces of \BbbC n, and let \scrX , \scrY \in Gk(\BbbC n). Let X,Y \in 
\BbbC n\times k be the orthonormal basis matrices of \scrX and \scrY , respectively, i.e.,

\scrR (X) = \scrX , XHX = Ik and \scrR (Y ) = \scrY , Y HY = Ik,

and let \sigma j for 1 \leq j \leq k be the singular values of Y HX in ascending order, i.e.,
\sigma 1 \leq \cdot \cdot \cdot \leq \sigma k; then the k canonical angles \theta j(\scrX ,\scrY ) between \scrX and \scrY are defined by

(2.4) 0 \leq \theta j(\scrX ,\scrY ) := arccos\sigma j \leq 
\pi 

2
for 1 \leq j \leq k.

They are in descending order, i.e., \theta 1(\scrX ,\scrY ) \geq \cdot \cdot \cdot \geq \theta k(\scrX ,\scrY ). Set

(2.5) \Theta (\scrX ,\scrY ) = Diag(\theta 1(\scrX ,\scrY ), . . . , \theta k(\scrX ,\scrY )).

It can be seen that angles so defined are independent of the orthonormal basis matrices
X and Y . A different way to define these angles is through the orthogonal projections
onto \scrX and \scrY [26]. Note that when k = 1, i.e., X and Y are vectors, there is only
one canonical angle between \scrX and \scrY , and so we will simply write \theta (\scrX ,\scrY ). With the
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definition of canonical angles, Sun [23, page 95] proved that for any unitarily invariant
norm \| \cdot \| ui on \BbbC k\times k, \| sin\Theta (\scrX ,\scrY )\| ui defines a unitarily invariant metric on Gk(\BbbC n).
On a related note, Qiu, Zhang, and Li [19] proved that \| \Theta (\scrX ,\scrY )\| ui also defines a
unitarily invariant metric on Gk(\BbbC n).

In what follows, we sometimes place a vector or matrix in one or both arguments
of \theta j( \cdot , \cdot ), \theta ( \cdot , \cdot ), and \Theta ( \cdot , \cdot ) with the understanding that it is about the subspace
spanned by the vector or the columns of the matrix argument. The following lemma
provides a convenient way to compute \| sin\Theta (\scrX ,\scrY )\| ui.

Lemma 2.1. Let [X, Xc] and [Y, Yc] be two unitary matrices with X,Y \in \BbbC n\times k.
Then

\| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| ui = \| XH
c Y \| ui = \| XHYc\| ui

for any unitarily invariant norm \| \cdot \| ui on \BbbC k\times k.

Because orthonormal bases for subspaces are not unique, two subspaces \scrX and \scrY 
of dimension k are close in terms of their canonical angles, or equivalently some norm
\| sin\Theta (\scrX ,\scrY )\| ui can have orthonormal basis matrices X, Y \in \BbbC n\times k that are far apart
in the sense that \| X  - Y \| ui \gg \| sin\Theta (\scrX ,\scrY )\| ui. The next lemma, whose proof can
be found in [29, Lemma 4.1], says that one can always choose the basis matrices that
differ from each other by O(\| sin\Theta (\scrX ,\scrY )\| ui).

Lemma 2.2 (see [29, Lemma 4.1]). Suppose X, Y \in \BbbU n\times k. Then there exists a
unitary matrix Q \in \BbbR k\times k such that

(2.6) \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| ui \leq \| XQ - Y \| ui \leq 
\surd 
2 \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| ui

for any unitarily invariant norm \| \cdot \| ui.
Each \scrX \in Gk(\BbbC n) can be represented uniquely by the orthogonal projector P\scrX 

onto the subspace \scrX . Given XHX = Ik such that \scrX = \scrR (X), we have

P\scrX = PX := XXH.

Note that even though PX is explicitly defined by X, it is independent of the choice
of X so long as \scrR (X) = \scrX . Therefore, any norm on the differences between the
orthogonal projectors induces a metric on Gk(\BbbC n). Naturally, we would ask whether
there is any relation between \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| ui and \| PX  - PY \| ui. Indeed, for any
X, Y \in \BbbU n\times k, we have

(2.7) \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| 2 = \| PX  - PY \| 2, \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| F =
1\surd 
2
\| PX  - PY \| F.

Both equalities in (2.7) are the simple consequences of the fact that the singular values
of PX  - PY consist of each sin \theta i(X,Y ) repeated twice and n - 2k zeros [22, page 43].
In addition, we have

(2.8)
1

2
\| PX  - PY \| ui \leq \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| ui \leq \| PX  - PY \| ui

for any unitarily invariant norm \| \cdot \| ui. Closely related, the singular values of PX(I  - 
PY ) consist of all sin \theta i(X,Y ) and n - k zeros [22, page 43], and therefore

(2.9) \| sin\Theta (X,Y )\| ui = \| PX(I  - PY )\| ui = \| PY (I  - PX)\| ui.

In the rest of this paper, we will treat \scrX , P\scrX , and PX indistinguishably whenever
convenient.
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Perturbation of Hermitian matrices. A well-known theorem of Weyl is the follow-
ing.

Lemma 2.3 (see [22, page 203]). For two Hermitian matrices A, \widetilde A \in \BbbC n\times n, we
have

| \lambda j(A) - \lambda j( \widetilde A)| \leq \| A - \widetilde A\| 2 for 1 \leq j \leq n.

The next lemma is essentially [6, Theorem 5.1] due to Davis and Kahan.

Lemma 2.4 (see [6]). Let H and M be two Hermitian matrices, and let S be a
matrix of a compatible size as determined by the Sylvester equation

HY  - YM = S.

If either all eigenvalues of H are contained in a closed interval that contains no
eigenvalue of M , or vice versa, then the Sylvester equation has a unique solution Y ,
and, moreover,

\| Y \| ui \leq 
1

\delta 
\| S\| ui,

where \delta = min | \mu  - \omega | over all eigenvalues \mu of M and all eigenvalues \omega of H.

Finally, the well-known Davis--Kahan sin\Theta theorem in [6] (see also [22, 13]) will
play a central role in our later analysis. However, we will not explicitly state the the-
orem here for two reasons. The first reason is that it can be inferred from Lemma 2.4,
and the second one is that we can derive a better locally convergent rate of the SCF
iteration by going through the actual proof of the theorem, as we will later in this
paper.

3. Existence and uniqueness. Recall (1.2) about the dependency of H(V ) on
V , which makes H(\cdot ) a Hermitian matrix--valued function on the complex Grassmann
manifold Gk(\BbbC n). For convenience, we will treat H(V ) and H(\scrV ) indistinguishably,
where \scrV = \scrR (V ). As a convention, \lambda j(H(V )) for 1 \leq j \leq n are the eigenvalues
of H(V ), arranged in nondecreasing order. The following theorem gives sufficient
conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solution of NEPv (1.1).

Theorem 3.1. Assume that for the given unitarily invariant norm \| \cdot \| ui and
the spectral norm \| \cdot \| 2, there exist positive constants \xi ui and \xi 2 such that for any

V, \widetilde V \in \BbbU n\times k,

\| H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )\| ui \leq \xi ui\| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| ui,(3.1a)

\| H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )\| 2 \leq \xi 2\| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| 2,(3.1b)

and also assume that there exists a positive constant \delta such that for any V \in \BbbU n\times k,

\lambda k+1(H(V )) - \lambda k(H(V )) \geq \delta .(3.2)

If \delta > \xi ui + \xi 2, then NEPv (1.1) has a unique solution.

Remark 1. Before we provide a proof, three comments are in order.
(a) The conditions in (3.1) are Lipschitz-like conditions. As we have pointed

out, Weyl's lemma (Lemma 2.3) and the Davis--Kahan sin\Theta theorem play central
roles in our analysis. The former requires the 2-norm inequality (3.1b), and the latter
works for the general unitary-invariant norm inequality (3.1b). The proof below needs
(3.1b), but at the place where (3.1a) is used, it can be simply replaced by using (3.1b)
instead. Thus it may seem that the theorem is made unnecessarily more complicated
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by including both conditions in (3.1) rather than just (3.1b) alone. But we argue that
there are situations where the theorem is stronger, namely if and when \xi ui < \xi 2 for
some \| \cdot \| ui other than the spectral norm and hence the condition on \delta > \xi ui + \xi 2
is weaker than \delta > 2\xi 2. By the same logic, if \xi ui \geq \xi 2, then we should just use the
version of this theorem with \| \cdot \| ui also being the spectral norm.

(b) Any one of the conditions in (3.1) yields one for the other by using (2.2). For
example, (3.1a) leads to (3.1b) with \xi 2 = k\xi ui, and likewise (3.1b) leads to (3.1a) with
\xi ui = n\xi 2. Conceivably, the resulting \xi -constant is likely worse than being obtained
through a direct estimation.

(c) The assumption (3.2) requires a uniform gap between the kth and (k + 1)st
eigenvalues of every H(V ) for V \in \BbbU n\times k. This is known as the ``uniform well-
posedness"" property for using the SCF iteration to solve the Hartree--Fock equation
in electronic structure calculations [4]. It is undoubtedly strong and may be hard to
verify.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We prove the theorem by constructing a mapping on
Gk(\BbbC n) whose fixed-point is a solution to NEPv (1.1), and vice versa. For any \scrV \in 
Gk(\BbbC n), let V \in \BbbU n\times k such that \scrR (V ) = \scrV . Because of (3.2), H(V ) has a unique
invariant subspace associated with its k smallest eigenvalues. We define \phi (\scrV ) to be
that subspace. Any solution V to NEPv (1.1) satisfies \scrR (V ) = \phi (\scrR (V )); i.e., \scrR (V )
is a fixed-point of \phi , and vice versa.

In what follows, we will prove \phi is strictly contractive on Gk(\BbbC n) endowed with
the distance metric

dist(\scrV , \widetilde \scrV ) := \| sin\Theta (\scrV , \widetilde \scrV )\| ui.
To this end, we consider \scrV , \widetilde \scrV \in Gk(\BbbC n) and let V, \widetilde V \in \BbbU n\times k such that \scrR (V ) = \scrV 
and \scrR (\widetilde V ) = \widetilde \scrV , respectively. Write the eigendecompositions of H(V ) and H(\widetilde V ) as

H(V ) = [U,Uc] Diag(\Lambda ,\Lambda c)[U,Uc]
H and H(\widetilde V ) = [\widetilde U, \widetilde Uc] Diag(\widetilde \Lambda , \widetilde \Lambda c)[\widetilde U, \widetilde Uc]

H,

where [U,Uc], [\widetilde U, \widetilde Uc] \in \BbbC n\times n are unitary, U, \widetilde U \in \BbbU n\times k, and

\Lambda = Diag(\lambda 1(H(V )), . . . , \lambda k(H(V ))), \Lambda c = Diag(\lambda k+1(H(V )), . . . , \lambda n(H(V ))),\widetilde \Lambda = Diag(\lambda 1(H(\widetilde V )), . . . , \lambda k(H(\widetilde V ))), \Lambda c = Diag(\lambda k+1(H(\widetilde V )), . . . , \lambda n(H(\widetilde V ))).

By Lemma 2.3 and the Lipschitz-like conditions (3.1), we have

| \lambda j(H(V )) - \lambda j(H(\widetilde V ))| \leq \| H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )\| 2 \leq \xi 2\| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| 2 for 1 \leq j \leq n,

which, together with (3.2) and \delta > \xi ui + \xi 2, leads to

\lambda k+1(H(V )) - \lambda k(H(\widetilde V )) = \lambda k+1(H(V )) - \lambda k(H(V )) + \lambda k(H(V )) - \lambda k(H(\widetilde V ))

\geq \delta  - \xi 2\| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| 2
\geq \delta  - \xi 2 > 0(3.3)

since \| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| 2 \leq 1 always. Now define R = H(V )\widetilde U  - \widetilde U \widetilde \Lambda . We have

UH
c R = \Lambda cU

H
c
\widetilde U  - UH

c
\widetilde U \widetilde \Lambda .

On the other hand, it can be seen that R = [H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )]\widetilde U . Therefore,

\Lambda cU
H
c
\widetilde U  - UH

c
\widetilde U \widetilde \Lambda = UH

c [H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )]\widetilde U.(3.4)
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Next we apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 to get

dist(\phi (\scrV ), \phi (\widetilde \scrV )) = \| sin\Theta (U, \widetilde U)\| ui = \| UH
c
\widetilde U\| ui(3.5a)

\leq 1

\lambda k+1(H(V )) - \lambda k(H(\widetilde V ))
\| UH

c [H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )]\widetilde U\| ui(3.5b)

\leq \xi ui
\delta  - \xi 2

\| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| ui(3.5c)

=
\xi ui

\delta  - \xi 2
dist(\scrV , \widetilde \scrV ),

where we have used Lemma 2.1 for (3.5a), applied Lemma 2.4 to (3.4) for (3.5b),
and used the assumption (3.1a) and the inequality (3.3) for (3.5c). This completes
the proof that the mapping \phi is strictly contractive on Gk(\BbbC n) since the factor
\xi ui/(\delta  - \xi 2) < 1. By the Banach fixed-point theorem [10], \phi has a unique fixed-point
in Gk(\BbbC n), or equivalently NEPv (1.1) has a unique solution.

In section 5, we will verify the satisfiability of the Lipschitz-like conditions (3.1)
for two NEPvs arising in electronic structure calculations and linear discriminant
analysis.

4. SCF iteration and convergence analysis.

4.1. SCF iteration. A natural and most widely used method to solve NEPv
(1.1) is the SCF iteration shown in Algorithm 1; see [15, 20] and references therein
for its usage and variants in electronic structure calculations.

Algorithm 1 SCF iteration for solving NEPv (1.1).

Require: V0 \in \BbbC n\times k with orthonormal columns, i.e., V H
0 V0 = Ik;

Ensure: a solution to NEPv (1.1).
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . until convergence do
2: construct Hi = H(Vi - 1)
3: compute the partial eigenvalue decomposition HiVi = Vi\Lambda i, where Vi \in \BbbU n\times k

and \Lambda i = Diag(\lambda 1(Hi), . . . , \lambda k(Hi)).
4: end for
5: return the last Vi as a solution to NEPv (1.1).

At each iterative step of SCF, a linear eigenvalue problem for Hi = H(Vi - 1)
is partially solved. It is hoped that eventually \scrR (Vi) converges to some subspace
\scrV \ast \in Gk(\BbbC n). When it does, the orthonormal basis matrix V\ast of \scrV \ast will satisfy NEPv
(1.1), provided H(V ) is continuous at V\ast . We will state all our convergence analysis
explicitly for the case of the smallest eigenvalues in the next sections. However, in
some other applications, such as the one to be discussed in section 5.2, the solutions V
of interest to (1.1) are those such that the eigenvalues of \Lambda = V HH(V )V correspond
to the k largest eigenvalues of H(V ). The results of convergence analysis are equally
valid if the word ``smallest"" is simply replaced by ``largest,""

Note that at line 2 of Algorithm 1, we use the word ``construct"" to mean that
sometimes Hi may not be explicitly computed but rather exists in some form in such
a way that matrix-vector products by Hi can be efficiently performed.

To monitor the progress of convergence, we can compute the normalized residual

(4.1) NResi =
\| Hi+1Vi  - Vi(V

H
i Hi+1Vi)\| 

\| Hi+1\| + \| \Lambda i\| 
,
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where \| \cdot \| is some matrix norm that is easy to compute, e.g., the Frobenius norm. But
some of the quantities in defining NResi may not be necessarily needed in the SCF
iteration, e.g., Hi+1Vi and \| Hi+1\| , and they may not be cheap to compute. Therefore,
we should not compute NResi too often, especially for the first many iterations of SCF
when convergence has not yet happened. Also, only a very rough estimate of \| Hi+1\| 
is enough. There are metrics other than (4.1) that have been used to monitor the
convergence of the SCF iteration when it comes to a particular application, e.g.,
the use of \rho (Vi) = Diag(ViV

H
i ) that corresponds to the charge density of electrons

in electronic structure calculations (see [3, 4] and references therein). The idea is to
examine the difference of \| \rho (Vi) - \rho (Vi - 1)\| . When it falls below a prescribed tolerance,
convergence is claimed.

4.2. Local convergence of SCF. Let V\ast be a solution to NEPv (1.1). The
three assumptions we will make are as follows:

(A1) The eigenvalue gap

(4.2) \delta \ast = \lambda k+1(H(V\ast )) - \lambda k(H(V\ast )) > 0.

(A2) The matrix-valued function H(V ) is continuous over \BbbU n\times k at V = V\ast .
(A3) There exists a nonnegative constant \chi <\infty such that for some q \geq 1,

(4.3) lim sup
\| sin\Theta (V,V\ast )\| ui\rightarrow 0

\| (I  - P\ast )[H(V ) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| qui

\leq \chi ,

where P\ast = V\ast V
H
\ast is the orthogonal projector onto \scrR (V\ast ).

The following theorem is the main result on the local convergence of the SCF
iteration.

Theorem 4.1. Assume (A1), (A2), (A3) and that \chi < \delta \ast if q = 1 (not necessary
to assume \chi < \delta \ast if q > 1), and let \{ Vi\} i be the sequence generated by the SCF
iteration (Algorithm 1) with initial guess V0. If V0 is sufficiently close to V\ast in the
sense that \| sin\Theta (V0, V\ast )\| ui is sufficiently small, then there exists a sequence \{ \tau i\} i
such that

(4.4) \| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| ui \leq \tau i - 1\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, V\ast )\| qui
and

(4.5) lim
i\rightarrow \infty 

\tau i =
\chi 

\delta \ast 
,

and the following hold:
1. for q = 1, all \tau i < 1, and thus the SCF iteration is locally linearly convergent

to \scrR (V\ast ) with the linear convergence rate no larger than \chi /\delta \ast ;
2. for q > 1, the SCF iteration is locally convergent to \scrR (V\ast ) of order q.

Proof. For q = 1, as \chi < \delta \ast , we can pick two positive constants \epsilon 1 < \delta \ast /3 and \epsilon 2
such that

(4.6) \tau :=
\chi + \epsilon 2
\delta \ast  - 3\epsilon 1

< 1;

otherwise, for q > 1, any two positive constants \epsilon 1 < \delta \ast /3 and \epsilon 2 will do. By (A2)
and (A3), there exists a positive number \Delta with

(4.7) \Delta \leq 1 for q = 1 or \Delta < min

\Biggl\{ 
1,

\biggl( 
\delta \ast  - 3\epsilon 1
\chi + \epsilon 2

\biggr) 1/(q - 1)
\Biggr\} 

for q > 1
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such that, whenever \| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| ui \leq \Delta ,

\| H(V ) - H(V\ast )\| 2 \leq \epsilon 1,(4.8a)

\| (I  - P\ast )[H(V ) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| qui

\leq \chi + \epsilon 2.(4.8b)

Now suppose that \| sin\Theta (V0, V\ast )\| ui \leq \Delta and set

\varepsilon i1 = \| H(Vi) - H(V\ast )\| 2,(4.9a)

\varepsilon i2 = max

\biggl\{ 
\| (I  - P\ast )[H(Vi) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui

\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| qui
 - \chi , 0

\biggr\} 
,(4.9b)

\tau i =
\chi + \varepsilon i2
\delta \ast  - 3\varepsilon i1

.(4.9c)

Then \varepsilon 01 \leq \epsilon 1 < \delta \ast /3 and \varepsilon 02 \leq \epsilon 2, and hence

(4.10) \tau 0\Delta 
q - 1 \leq \tau \Delta q - 1 < 1.

To see this, for q = 1, \tau 0 \leq \tau < 1 by (4.6). If q > 1, (4.10) is a consequence of (4.7).
In what follows, we will prove that \| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| ui \leq \Delta and (4.4) hold for all

i \geq 1. As a consequence, the inequalities in (4.8) hold for V = Vi, and \varepsilon i1 \leq \epsilon 1 < \delta \ast /3
and \varepsilon i2 \leq \epsilon 2, and hence \tau i\Delta 

q - 1 \leq \tau \Delta q - 1 < 1. These, in particular, imply that
\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| ui \rightarrow 0 because

\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| ui \leq \tau \Delta q - 1\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, V\ast )\| ui,

and the limiting equality in (4.4) holds.
Due to similarity, it suffices to show that \| sin\Theta (V1, V\ast )\| ui \leq \Delta and (4.4) hold

for i = 1. Let the eigendecompositions of H(V0) and H(V\ast ) be

H(V0) = [V1, V1 c] Diag(\Lambda 1,\Lambda 1 c)[V1, V1 c]
H

and
H(V\ast ) = [V\ast , V\ast c] Diag(\Lambda \ast ,\Lambda \ast c)[V\ast , V\ast c]

H,

respectively, where [V1, V1 c], [V\ast , V\ast c] \in \BbbC n\times n are unitary, V1, V\ast \in \BbbU n\times k, and

\Lambda 1 = Diag(\lambda 1(H(V0)), . . . , \lambda k(H(V0))), \Lambda 1 c = Diag(\lambda k+1(H(V0)), . . . , \lambda n(H(V0))),

\Lambda \ast = Diag(\lambda 1(H(V\ast )), . . . , \lambda k(H(V\ast ))), \Lambda \ast c = Diag(\lambda k+1(H(V\ast )), . . . , \lambda n(H(V\ast ))).

By Lemma 2.3, we know that

| \lambda j(H(V0)) - \lambda j(H(V\ast ))| \leq \| H(V0) - H(V\ast )\| 2 = \varepsilon 01

for 1 \leq j \leq n. It follows that

\lambda k+1(H(V0)) - \lambda k(H(V\ast )) = \lambda k+1(H(V0)) - \lambda k(H(V0)) + \lambda k(H(V0)) - \lambda k(H(V\ast ))

\geq \delta \ast  - \varepsilon 01 >
2\delta \ast 
3

> 0.(4.11)

Now define R1 = H(V0)V\ast  - V\ast \Lambda \ast . We have

(4.12) (V1 c)
HR1 = \Lambda 1 c(V1 c)

HV\ast  - (V1 c)
HV\ast \Lambda \ast .
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On the other hand, it can be seen that R1 = [H(V0) - H(V\ast )]V\ast . Therefore,

\Lambda 1 c(V1 c)
HV\ast  - (V1 c)

HV\ast \Lambda \ast = (V1 c)
H[H(V0) - H(V\ast )]V\ast .

Next we apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4, (2.1), and (2.8) to get

\| sin\Theta (V1, V\ast )\| ui = \| (V1 c)
HV\ast \| ui

\leq 1

\lambda k+1(H(V0)) - \lambda k(H(V\ast ))
\| (V1 c)

H[H(V0) - H(V\ast )]V\ast \| ui

=
1

\lambda k+1(H(V0)) - \lambda k(H(V\ast ))
\| (I  - P1)[H(V0) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui

\leq 1

\delta \ast  - \varepsilon 01
\| (I  - P1)[H(V0) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui

\leq 1

\delta \ast  - \varepsilon 01

\bigl( 
\| (P1  - P\ast )[H(V0) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui

+ \| (I  - P\ast )[H(V0) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui
\bigr) 

\leq 1

\delta \ast  - \varepsilon 01

\bigl( 
2\| sin\Theta (V1, V\ast )\| ui\varepsilon 01 + (\chi + \varepsilon 02)\| sin\Theta (V0, V\ast )\| qui

\bigr) 
.

Solving the above inequality for \| sin\Theta (V1, V\ast )\| ui, we obtain

(4.13) \| sin\Theta (V1, V\ast )\| ui \leq \tau 0\| sin\Theta (V0, V\ast )\| qui \leq \tau \Delta q - 1\| sin\Theta (V0, V\ast )\| ui,

where we have used \| sin\Theta (V0, V\ast )\| ui \leq \Delta for the second inequality. The first in-
equality in (4.13) is (4.4) for i = 1, and the second inequality there implies that
\| sin\Theta (V1, V\ast )\| ui \leq \Delta \leq 1 because \tau \Delta q - 1 < 1.

Remark 2. (a) The assumption (A1) is similar to the ``uniform well-posedness""
assumption (3.2) on the eigenvalue gap of H(V ) in Theorem 3.1.

(b) Let [V\ast , V\ast c] \in \BbbC n\times n be unitary. Notice that

\| (I  - P\ast )[H(V ) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui = \| V H
\ast c[H(V ) - H(V\ast )]V\ast \| ui.

The assumption (A3) is about the closeness of the (2, 1)-block of

[V\ast , V\ast c]
HH(V )[V\ast , V\ast c]

in limit to the (2, 1)-block of [V\ast , V\ast c]
HH(V\ast )[V\ast , V\ast c], which is 0.

(c) The assumption (A3) with q = 1 is weaker than the Lipschitz-like condition
(3.1a). This is because (3.1a) implies

lim sup
\| sin\Theta (V,V\ast )\| ui\rightarrow 0

\| (I  - P\ast )[H(V ) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| ui

\leq lim sup
\| sin\Theta (V,V\ast )\| ui\rightarrow 0

\| H(V ) - H(V\ast )\| ui
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| ui

\leq \xi ui.

In other words, the Lipschitz-like condition (3.1a) implies the assumption (A3) with
q = 1 and \chi = \xi ui.

(d) From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can see that the assumption (A3) can be
relaxed to

(4.14) lim sup
i\rightarrow \infty 

\| (I  - P\ast )[H(Vi) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui
\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| ui

\leq \chi ,

instead for all V \in \BbbU n\times k that go to V\ast .
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Example 1. We give an example to show that the local convergence rate revealed
in Theorem 4.1 is nearly achievable, which implies its near-optimality. Consider the
following single-particle Hamiltonian in electronic structure calculations studied in
[14, 27, 32]:

(4.15) H(V ) = L+ \alpha \cdot Diag(L - 1\rho (V )),

where L = tridiag( - 1, 2, - 1) is a discrete 1-D Laplacian, \alpha is some real constant,
\rho (V ) = diag(V V T), and V TV = Ik. This is a good place for us to point out again
that all our developments in this paper are valid for real NEPv (1.1), i.e., H(V ) is an
n \times n real symmetric matrix-valued function of real V with V TV = Ik, and at the
same time Q in (1.2) is restricted to any orthogonal matrix.

To numerically demonstrate the local convergence rate, we use the following ap-
proach to compute an estimated convergence rate and the corresponding observed
convergence rate for solving NEPv (1.1) with H(V ) here by the SCF iteration (Al-

gorithm 1). For a given \alpha , we compute an ``exact"" solution \widehat V\ast by setting a small
tolerance of 10 - 14 in SCF. At convergence, the eigenvalue gap \delta \ast of the assumption
(A1) is estimated by \widehat \delta \ast = \lambda k+1(H(\widehat V\ast )) - \lambda k(H(\widehat V\ast )).
We approximate the quantity \chi in the assumption (A3) by using the quantity

\| (I  - \widehat P\ast )[H(Vi) - H(\widehat V\ast )] \widehat P\ast \| 2
\| sin\Theta (Vi, \widehat V\ast )\| 2

near the end of the SCF iteration when it stays almost unchanged at a constant \widehat \chi ,
where \widehat P\ast = \widehat V\ast \widehat V T

\ast . Consequently, an estimated convergence rate in Theorem 4.1 is

the quantity \widehat \chi /\widehat \delta \ast . The corresponding observed convergence rate \widehat \tau is the numerical
limit of the sequence

\widehat \tau i = \| sin\Theta (Vi, \widehat V\ast )\| 2
\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, \widehat V\ast )\| 2 .

Figure 1 shows the estimated convergence rates \widehat \chi /\widehat \delta \ast and observed convergence rates\widehat \tau for different values of \alpha . We can see that the estimated convergence rates are
tight upper bounds for the observed convergence rates for all tested values of \alpha . In
particular, for \alpha = 0.05, the bound is essentially reached.

4.3. Global convergence of SCF. Our main results for the global convergence
of the SCF iteration are based on the following two inequalities to be established:

\| sin\Theta (Vi, Vi+1)\| 2 \leq \tau 2\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi)\| 2,(4.16)

\| sin\Theta (Vi, Vi+1)\| ui \leq \tau ui\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi)\| ui(4.17)

for some constants \tau 2, \tau ui < 1 to be specified in the theorem below.

Theorem 4.2. Assume the Lipschitz-like conditions (3.1) hold and \xi ui and \xi 2 are
the corresponding positive constants, and let \{ Vi\} i be generated by the SCF iteration
(Algorithm 1). Suppose that there exists a positive constant \delta such that

\lambda k+1(H(Vi)) - \lambda k(H(Vi)) \geq \delta for all i = 1, 2, . . . .(4.18)

(a) If \delta > \xi ui + \xi 2, then the inequality (4.17) holds for all i with

(4.19) \tau ui =
\xi ui

\delta  - \xi 2
< 1.
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Fig. 1. Convergence rate: estimated \widehat \chi /\widehat \delta \ast and observed \widehat \tau for different values of \alpha for the
single-particle Hamiltonian H(V ) defined in (4.15) with n = 10 and k = 2.

(b) If \delta > \xi 2 + \| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2\xi 2, then the inequality (4.16) holds for all i with

(4.20) \tau 2 =
\xi 2

\delta  - \xi 2\| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2
< 1.

(c) If \delta > max\{ \xi ui, \xi 2\} + \| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2\xi 2, then both inequalities (4.16) and
(4.17) hold for all i with
(4.21)

\tau 2 =
\xi 2

\delta  - \xi 2\| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2
< 1 and \tau ui =

\xi ui
\delta  - \xi 2\| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2

< 1.

These inequalities imply that, in their respective cases, \scrR (Vi) converges and that
the limit, denoted by \scrV \ast \in Gk(\BbbC n), is the solution of NEPv (1.1). In other words,
sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi) \rightarrow 0 as i\rightarrow \infty and the SCF iteration is globally linearly convergent.

Proof. Let the eigendecomposition of H(Vi) be

H(Vi) = [Vi+1, Vi+1,c] Diag(\Lambda i+1,\Lambda i+1,c)[Vi+1, Vi+1,c]
H,

where [Vi+1, Vi+1,c] \in \BbbC n\times n is unitary, Vi+1 \in \BbbU n\times k,

\Lambda i+1 = Diag(\lambda 1(H(Vi)), . . . , \lambda k(H(Vi))),

and
\Lambda i+1,c = Diag(\lambda k+1(H(Vi)), . . . , \lambda n(H(Vi))).

For convenience, introduce \eta i = \| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi)\| 2. By Lemma 2.3 and (3.1), it holds
that

(4.22) | \lambda j(H(Vi - 1)) - \lambda j(H(Vi))| \leq \| H(Vi - 1) - H(Vi)\| 2 \leq \xi 2\eta i

for all j. Combine (4.18) and (4.22) to get

\lambda k+1(H(Vi - 1)) - \lambda k(H(Vi)) = \lambda k+1(H(Vi - 1)) - \lambda k(H(Vi - 1))

+ \lambda k(H(Vi - 1)) - \lambda k(H(Vi))

\geq \delta  - \xi 2\eta i.(4.23)
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Define Ri = H(Vi - 1)Vi+1  - Vi+1\Lambda i+1. We have

V H
i cRi = \Lambda i cV

H
i cVi+1  - V H

i cVi+1\Lambda i+1.

On the other hand, it can be verified that Ri = [H(Vi - 1) - H(Vi)]Vi+1. Therefore,

\Lambda i cV
H
i cVi+1  - V H

i cVi+1\Lambda i+1 = V H
i c [H(Vi - 1) - H(Vi)]Vi+1.(4.24)

Apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 to get, provided that we can prove \delta  - \xi 2\eta i > 0,

\| sin\Theta (Vi, Vi+1)\| ui = \| V H
i cVi+1\| ui

(4.25a)

\leq 1

\lambda k+1(H(Vi - 1)) - \lambda k(H(Vi))
\| V H

i c [H(Vi - 1) - H(Vi)]Vi+1\| ui(4.25b)

\leq 1

\delta  - \xi 2\eta i
\| H(Vi - 1) - H(Vi)\| ui

\leq \xi ui
\delta  - \xi 2\eta i

\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi)\| ui,(4.25c)

where we have used Lemma 2.1 for (4.25a) and Lemma 2.4 for (4.25b).
Item (a) is an immediate consequence of (4.25c) because all

\eta i = \| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi)\| 2 \leq 1,

and thus \delta  - \xi 2\eta i \geq \delta  - \xi 2 > 0 by assumption.
For item (b), specialize (4.25c) to the case \| \cdot \| ui = \| \cdot \| 2 to get

(4.26) \eta i+1 = \| sin\Theta (Vi, Vi+1)\| 2 \leq \xi 2
\delta  - \xi 2\eta i

\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, Vi)\| 2 =
\xi 2

\delta  - \xi 2\eta i
\eta i.

By assumption, \delta > \xi 2 + \xi 2\eta 1, \delta  - \xi 2\eta 1 > \xi 2 > 0, and thus \eta 2 \leq \xi 2\eta 1/(\delta  - \xi 2\eta 1) < \eta 1.
Now assume \eta i+1 < \eta i for all i \leq \ell  - 1 (\ell \geq 2). Using (4.26), we get

\eta \ell +1 \leq \xi 2\eta \ell 
\delta  - \xi 2\eta \ell 

<
\xi 2\eta \ell 

\delta  - \xi 2\eta 1
< \eta \ell .

Thus, by mathematical induction, we conclude that \eta i+1 < \eta i for all i \geq 1. Finally,
by (4.26), we obtain

(4.27) \delta  - \xi 2\eta i \geq \delta  - \xi 2\eta 1 > 0

and

\eta i+1 \leq \xi 2\eta i
\delta  - \xi 2\eta i

<
\xi 2

\delta  - \xi 2\eta 1
\eta i = \tau 2\eta i,

where \tau 2 is given by (4.20).
Finally, for item (c), the assumption on \delta is stronger than the one in item (b).

Hence (4.16) holds for all i with \tau 2 given by (4.20), which is the same as the one in
(4.21). By combining (4.25) and (4.27), we get (4.17) with \tau ui given in (4.21).

Theorem 4.2 looks similar to Theorem 3.1 on the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of NEPv (1.1). Both use the Lipschitz-like conditions in (3.1) but differ on
gap assumptions between the kth and (k+1)st eigenvalues. Theorem 4.2 only requires
the uniform gap assumption (4.18) with three different assumptions on the size of the
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gap \delta on H(Vi) for all Vi generated by the SCF iteration, whereas the gap assumption
in Theorem 3.1 is for all V \in \BbbU n\times k. This seems weaker, but it is not clear whether
(4.18) is any easier to use than (3.2). Depending on how large \| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2 is,
\delta > \xi ui + \xi 2 needed for item (a) can be a significantly stronger assumption than
the ones for items (b) and (c). Another difference is that under the conditions of
Theorem 3.1, NEPv (1.1) has a unique solution, whereas for Theorem 4.2, it only
guarantees that NEPv (1.1) has a solution which is the limit of \scrR (Vi).

5. Applications. In this section, we apply the previous convergence analysis to
the discretized Kohn--Sham NEPv in electronic structure calculations and the NEPv
arising from linear discriminant analysis for dimension reduction. When applicable,
we compare with the existing results. We note that both examples take the form
(1.1) but for real numbers, i.e., H(V ) \in \BbbR n\times n are symmetric and V \in \BbbR n\times k has
orthonormal columns. As we commented before, the general theory so far remains
valid after replacing all \BbbC by \BbbR and \BbbU n\times k by \BbbO n\times k := \{ V | V \in \BbbR n\times k, V TV = Ik\} .

5.1. The discretized Kohn--Sham NEPv. Consider the following discretized
Kohn--Sham NEPv studied in [17, 28, 14, 12, 21] and references therein:

H(V )V = V \Lambda ,(5.1a)

where the matrix-valued function

H(V ) =
1

2
L+ Vion +

\sum 
\ell 

w\ell w
T
\ell +Diag(L\dagger \rho ) + Diag(\mu T

xc(\rho )111)(5.1b)

is the plane-wave discretized Hamiltonian of the total energy functional. The first
term corresponds to the kinetic energy, and L is a finite dimensional representation
of the Laplacian operator. The second term Vion is for the ionic pseudopotential
sampled on the suitably chosen Cartesian grid in the local ionic potential energy.
The third term represents a discretized pseudopotential reference projection function
in the nonlocal ionic potential energy. The fourth term is for the Hartree potential
energy, where \rho \equiv \rho (V ) := Diag(V V T) \in \BbbR n and L\dagger is the pseudoinverse of L. The

last term is for the exchange correlation energy, where \mu xc(\rho ) =
\partial \epsilon xc(\rho )

\partial \rho \in \BbbR n\times n, \epsilon xc(\rho )
is an exchange correlation functional, and 111 is a vector of all ones.

The discretized Kohn--Sham NEPv (5.1) is of the NEPv form (1.1). To apply
the results in the previous sections, we first have to estimate how H(V ) changes with
respect to V . For this purpose, it suffices to know how \mu xc(\rho ) changes with respect
to \rho \equiv \rho (V ) since the first three terms in H(V ) are independent of V . We assume
that there exist positive constants \sigma 2 and \sigma F such that

\| Diag(\mu xc(\rho )
T111) - Diag(\mu xc(\~\rho )

T111)\| 2 = \| [\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\~\rho )]
T111\| \infty \leq \sigma 2\| \rho  - \~\rho \| \infty 

(5.2a)

and

\| Diag(\mu xc(\rho )
T111) - Diag(\mu xc(\~\rho )

T111)\| F = \| [\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\~\rho )]
T111\| 2 \leq \sigma F\| \rho  - \~\rho \| 2

(5.2b)

for all \rho \equiv \rho (V ) and \~\rho \equiv \rho (\widetilde V ), where \| \cdot \| \infty is either the \ell \infty -norm of a vector or the
\ell \infty -norm of a matrix. With these assumptions (5.2), we can verify that H(V ) satisfy
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the Lipschitz-like conditions (3.1):

\| H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )\| 2 \leq \| Diag(L\dagger (\rho  - \~\rho ))\| 2 + \| Diag(\mu T
xc(\rho )111 - \mu T

xc(\~\rho )111)\| 2
= \| L\dagger (\rho  - \~\rho )\| \infty + \| [\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\~\rho )]

T111)\| \infty 
\leq \| L\dagger \| \infty \| \rho  - \~\rho \| \infty + \sigma 2\| \rho  - \~\rho \| \infty 
= (\| L\dagger \| \infty + \sigma 2)max

i
| eTi (V V T  - \widetilde V \widetilde V T)ei| 

\leq (\| L\dagger \| \infty + \sigma 2)\| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| 2
\equiv \xi ks2 \| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| 2(5.3a)

and

\| H(V ) - H(\widetilde V )\| F \leq \| Diag(L\dagger (\rho  - \~\rho ))\| F + \| Diag(\mu T
xc(\rho )111 - \mu T

xc(\~\rho )111)\| F
= \| L\dagger (\rho  - \~\rho )\| 2 + \| [\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\~\rho )]

T111)\| 2
\leq \| L\dagger \| 2\| \rho  - \~\rho \| 2 + \sigma F\| \rho  - \~\rho \| 2
\leq (\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma F)\| V V T  - \widetilde V \widetilde V T\| F
\equiv \xi ksF \| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| F,(5.3b)

where \xi ks2 = \| L\dagger \| \infty + \sigma 2 and \xi ksF =
\surd 
2(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma F). By Theorem 3.1, we have the

following sufficient condition on the existence and uniqueness of (5.1).

Theorem 5.1. Under the assumption (5.2), if for any V \in \BbbO n\times k

(5.4) \lambda k+1(H(V )) - \lambda k(H(V )) > min\{ \xi ks2 + \xi ksF , 2\xi 
ks
2 \} ,

then the discretized Kohn--Sham NEPv (5.1) has a unique solution.

It should be emphasized that for many realistic physical systems in electronic
structure calculations, the eigenvalue gap condition (5.4) is not satisfied, and yet the
solution to the discretized Kohn--Sham NEPv (5.1) does appear to be unique. It is a
subject of further investigation.

Next we consider the convergence of the SCF iteration for solving the NEPv (5.1).
For applying the local and global convergence results of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we note
that the assumption (A3) in (4.3) becomes
(5.5)

lim sup
\| sin\Theta (V,V\ast )\| ui\rightarrow 0

\| (I  - P\ast )[Diag(L\dagger [\rho  - \rho \ast ]) + Diag([\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\rho \ast )]
T111)]P\ast \| ui

\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| qui
\leq \chi ,

where \rho \ast := \rho (V\ast ). Evidently, by Lipschitz-like conditions (5.3), we can take \chi = \xi ksui
and q = 1 for ui \in \{ 2, F\} . The following theorem summarizes the local and global
convergence of the SCF iteration.

Theorem 5.2. Let V\ast be a solution of the discretized Kohn--Sham NEPv (5.1),
and let \{ Vi\} i be the sequence generated by the SCF iteration (Algorithm 1). Then,
under the assumption (5.2), the following hold:

(i) If, for ui \in \{ 2, F\} , \delta \ast := \lambda k+1(H(V\ast ))  - \lambda k(H(V\ast )) > \xi ksui and \scrR (V0) is suffi-
ciently close to \scrR (V\ast ), then \scrR (Vi) linearly converges to \scrR (V\ast ). Moreover,

(5.6) \| sin\Theta (Vi+1, V\ast )\| ui \leq \tau ksi \| sin\Theta (Vi+1, V\ast )\| ui,

where \tau ksi < 1 and limi\rightarrow \infty \tau ksi =
\xi ksui

\delta \ast 
.
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(ii) Theorem 4.2 is valid for ui = F and with \xi 2 and \xi ui replaced by \xi ks2 and \xi ksui ,
respectively.

Proof. Result (i) follows from Theorem 4.1 since the subspace approximation
condition (4.3) holds for the constants \chi = \xi ksui . Result (ii) immediately follows from
Theorem 4.2.

Let us compare Theorem 5.2 with the previous convergence results of the SCF
iteration on NEPv (5.1) obtained by Liu et al. [14]. We first restate the following
main results of [14].

Theorem 5.3 (see [14, Theorem 4.2]). For NEPv (5.1), suppose that there exists
a constant \sigma such that for all \rho , \~\rho \in \BbbR n,

\| Diag(\mu xc(\rho )
T111) - Diag(\mu xc(\~\rho )

T111)\| F \leq \sigma \| \rho  - \~\rho \| 2,(5.7a) \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \partial 2\epsilon xc\partial \rho 2
111

\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| 
2

\leq \sigma .(5.7b)

Let \{ Vi\} i be the sequence generated by the SCF iteration (Algorithm 1), let V\ast be
a solution of NEPv (5.1), and let \delta \ast = \lambda k+1(H(V\ast ))  - \lambda k(H(V\ast )) > 0. If Vi is
sufficiently close to V\ast , i.e., \| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| 2 is sufficiently small, then

\| sin\Theta (Vi+1, V\ast )\| 2 \leq 2
\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma )

\delta \ast 
\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| 2 +\scrO (\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| 22).(5.8)

Theorem 5.4 (see [14, Theorem 3.3]). Assume (5.7), and suppose there exists
a constant \delta > 0 such that \lambda k+1(H(Vi)) - \lambda k(H(Vi)) \geq \delta > 0 for all i, where \{ Vi\} i is
the sequence generated by the SCF iteration (Algorithm 1). If \delta > 12k

\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2+\sigma ),

then \scrR (Vi) converges to a solution \scrR (V\ast ) of NEPv (5.1).

First we note that the assumption (5.7b) on the twice differentiability of the
exchange correlation functional \epsilon xc is not necessary in Theorem 5.2. On the local
convergence, Theorem 5.3 requires the eigenvalue gap \delta \ast > 2

\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma ). In

contrast, for ui = 2, Theorem 5.2(i) only requires \delta \ast > \| L\dagger \| \infty + \sigma 2, which is a
much weaker condition. This can be verified as follows. By the assumption (5.2) of
Theorem 5.2(i), let

\widehat \sigma 2 = sup
\rho \not =\widetilde \rho 

\| [\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\~\rho )]
T111\| \infty 

\| \rho  - \~\rho \| \infty 
and \widehat \sigma F = sup

\rho \not =\widetilde \rho 
\| [\mu xc(\rho ) - \mu xc(\~\rho )]

T111\| 2
\| \rho  - \~\rho \| 2

.

Then 1\surd 
n
\widehat \sigma F \leq \widehat \sigma 2 \leq 

\surd 
n\widehat \sigma F and \widehat \sigma F \leq \sigma . Since Theorem 5.2 also holds for \sigma 2 = \widehat \sigma 2 and

\sigma F = \widehat \sigma F, we have

(5.9) \| L\dagger \| \infty + \widehat \sigma 2 \leq 
\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \widehat \sigma F) < 2

\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma ).

Therefore, Theorem 5.2(i) has a weaker condition on the eigenvalue gap \delta \ast than the
one required by Theorem 5.3. In fact, since the first inequality in (5.9) is overes-
timated, Theorem 5.2(i) has a significantly weaker condition on the eigenvalue gap
by removing the factor

\surd 
n. By the inequalities (5.9), we can also see that the new

bound (5.6) on \| sin\Theta (Vi+1, V\ast )\| 2 is much sharper than the first-order bound (5.8)
of Theorem 5.3. In addition, we note that for ui = F, Theorem 5.2(i) provides the
convergence rate \xi ksF /\delta \ast of the SCF iteration, which is absent in [14].
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On the global convergence, the condition \delta > 12k
\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma ) in Theorem 5.4

is a much more stringent condition than the one required by Theorem 5.2(ii). This is
due to the fact that

(5.10) \xi ksui + \xi ks2 \leq (
\surd 
n+ 1)(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \widehat \sigma F) < 12k

\surd 
n(\| L\dagger \| 2 + \sigma ).

Now let us examine the implications of these results for the simple single-particle
Hamiltonian (4.15) with the nonlinearity controlled by the parameter \alpha . To ensure
the local convergence of the SCF iteration, the sufficient condition from the analysis
in [14] is that the parameter \alpha must satisfy

(5.11) \alpha < \alpha L :=
\delta \ast 

2
\surd 
n\| L\dagger \| 2

.

In contrast, by Theorem 5.2(ii), the upper bound is

(5.12) \alpha < \widetilde \alpha L := max

\biggl\{ 
\delta \ast 

\| L\dagger \| 1
,

\delta \ast \surd 
2\| L\dagger \| 2

\biggr\} 
.

Since \| L\dagger \| 1 \leq 
\surd 
n\| L\dagger \| 2,1 \widetilde \alpha L is always larger than \alpha L and does not explicitly depend

on n (though \| L\dagger \| 2 depends on n), it implies that the sufficient condition (5.12) is less
stringent than (5.11). This is also confirmed by numerical results seen in Example 1
and [27, Table 1].

For the global convergence, an earlier one of Yang, Gao, and Meza [27] requires

(5.13) \alpha < \alpha F :=
\delta 

ln 1 - \gamma 
\gamma \cdot n4\| L\dagger \| 1

,

where \gamma is a constant and \gamma \ll 1, and \delta is the one as in Theorems 4.2 and 5.4. Liu et
al. [14] improved the upper bound (5.13) to

(5.14) \alpha < \alpha G :=
\delta 

12k
\surd 
n\| L\dagger \| 2

.

In contrast, the result in Theorem 5.2(ii) requires

(5.15) \alpha < \widetilde \alpha G := max

\biggl\{ 
\delta 

(1 + \| sin\Theta (V0, V1)\| 2)\| L\dagger \| 1
,

\delta 

\| L\dagger \| 1 +
\surd 
2\| L\dagger \| 2

\biggr\} 
.

As we can see, unlike the previous bounds, \alpha F and \alpha G, \widetilde \alpha G does not explicitly depend
on n. Furthermore, \widetilde \alpha G is always larger than \alpha G, which in turn is larger than \alpha F for

\gamma <

\biggl[ 
1 + exp

\biggl( 
12k

n7/2
\cdot \| L

\dagger \| 2
\| L\dagger \| 1

\biggr) \biggr]  - 1

,

i.e, \widetilde \alpha G > \alpha G > \alpha F. This means the result (5.15) predicts a much larger range of \alpha 
than (5.13) and (5.14) could, within which the SCF iteration converges. This is again
confirmed by numerical experiments reported in Example 1 and [27, Table 1].

1Numerical observation suggests that \| L\dagger \| 1/\| L\dagger \| 2 \leq 1.7072. However, we do not have a rigorous
proof.
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5.2. The trace ratio problem. In this section, we discuss an application to a
trace ratio maximization problem (TRP) arising from the linear discriminant analysis
for dimension reduction [16, 30, 31]. Given symmetric matrices A,B \in \BbbR n\times n and
B \succ 0 (positive definite), TRP solves the following optimization problem:

(5.16) max
V \in \BbbO n\times k

tr(V TAV )

tr(V TBV )
,

where tr( \cdot ) denotes the trace of a square matrix. Employing the first-order optimality
condition (i.e., the KKT condition) yields that any critical point V \in \BbbO n\times k of (5.16)
is a solution of the following NEPv:

(5.17a) H(V )V = V \Lambda ,

where

(5.17b) H(V ) = A - \psi (V )B \in \BbbR n\times n and \psi (V ) =
tr(V TAV )

tr(V TBV )
.

Necessarily, \Lambda = V TH(V )V \in \BbbR k\times k is symmetric. Evidently, H(V Q) \equiv H(V ) for
any orthogonal Q \in \BbbR k\times k. NEPv (5.17) takes the form of NEPv (1.1). We have the
following theorem that characterizes the relation between any global solution V\ast of
(5.16) and solutions of NEPv (5.17).

Theorem 5.5 (see [31, Theorem 2.1]). V \in \BbbO n\times k is a global maximizer of (5.16)
if and only if it solves NEPv (5.17) and the eigenvalues of \Lambda \equiv V TH(V )V correspond
to the k largest eigenvalues of H(V ).

Theorem 5.5 transforms TRP (5.16) into NEPv (5.17), and naturally it leads to
an SCF iteration for finding the desired solution. The SCF iteration is the same as
Algorithm 1, except a simple modification of \Lambda i at line 3 to

\Lambda i = Diag(\lambda n - k+1(Hi), . . . , \lambda n(Hi)),

namely consisting of the k largest eigenvalues of Hi.
In [30, Theorem 5.1], it is shown that an SCF iteration is globally convergent to

a global maximizer V\ast of (5.16) for any given initial guess V0. In what follows, we
will apply the convergence results in section 4 to estimate the local convergence rate
of the SCF iteration. To that end, we need to establish the assumption (A3) at the
beginning of section 4.2. The next lemma is similar to [30, Theorem 5.2] but with
tighter constants.

Lemma 5.6. Let V\ast \in \BbbO n\times k solve NEPv (5.17). For any V \in \BbbO n\times k, we have

| \psi (V\ast ) - \psi (V )| \leq \kappa F\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 2F,(5.18a)

| \psi (V\ast ) - \psi (V )| \leq \kappa 2\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 22,(5.18b)

where
(5.19)

\kappa F =
\lambda n(H(V\ast )) - \lambda 1(H(V\ast ))\sum k

i=1 \lambda i(B)
and \kappa 2 =

\sum k
i=1[\lambda n - i+1(H(V\ast )) - \lambda i(H(V\ast ))]\sum k

i=1 \lambda i(B)
.

Proof. We note that \scrR (V\ast ) is the invariant subspace of H(V\ast ) and

tr(V T
\ast H(V\ast )V\ast ) = 0,
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and thus tr(V TH(V\ast )V ) = tr(V TH(V\ast )V )  - tr(V T
\ast H(V\ast )V\ast ) for any V \in \BbbO n\times k.

Viewing \scrR (V ) as an approximate invariant subspace of H(V\ast ), by [11, Theorem 2.2]
(see also [24, item 2 of Theorem 3.1]), we have that

0 \leq 
k\sum 

i=1

\bigl( 
\lambda i(V

TH(V\ast )V ) - \lambda i(V\ast 
TH(V\ast )V\ast )

\bigr) 
\leq [\lambda n(H(V\ast )) - \lambda 1(H(V\ast ))]

k\sum 
i=1

sin \theta 2i (V, V\ast )

and

0 \leq 
k\sum 

i=1

\bigl( 
\lambda i(V

TH(V\ast )V ) - \lambda i(V\ast 
TH(V\ast )V\ast )

\bigr) 
\leq 

k\sum 
i=1

[\lambda n - i+1(H(V\ast )) - \lambda i(H(V\ast ))] sin \theta 
2
i (V, V\ast ).

Consequently, we have\bigm| \bigm| tr(V TH(V\ast )V )
\bigm| \bigm| = \bigm| \bigm| tr(V TH(V\ast )V ) - tr(V T

\ast H(V\ast )V\ast )
\bigm| \bigm| 

\leq [\lambda n(H(V\ast )) - \lambda 1(H(V\ast ))] \| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 2F(5.20a)

and

\bigm| \bigm| tr(V TH(V\ast )V )
\bigm| \bigm| \leq \Biggl( k\sum 

i=1

[\lambda n - i+1(H(V\ast )) - \lambda i(H(V\ast ))]

\Biggr) 
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 22,(5.20b)

respectively. On the other hand, since\bigm| \bigm| tr(V TH(V\ast )V )
\bigm| \bigm| = \bigm| \bigm| tr(V TAV ) - \psi (V\ast ) tr(V

TBV )
\bigm| \bigm| ,

we get

| \psi (V\ast ) - \psi (V )| =
\bigm| \bigm| tr(V TH(V\ast )V )

\bigm| \bigm| 
tr(V TBV )

\leq 
\bigm| \bigm| tr(V TH(V\ast )V )

\bigm| \bigm| \sum k
i=1 \lambda i(B)

,

which, combined with (5.20), yields (5.18).

Remark 3. We remark that the constant \kappa 2 in (5.18b) for the 2-norm case is
smaller than the following constant given in [30, Theorem 5.2]:

k

\biggl( 
max

i=1,...,k
| \lambda n - i+1(H(V\ast ))| + max

i=1,...,k
| \lambda i(H(V\ast ))| 

\biggr) 
/

\Biggl( 
k\sum 

i=1

\lambda i(B)

\Biggr) 

because for any i = 1, 2, . . . , k,

0 < \lambda n - i+1(H(V\ast )) - \lambda i(H(V\ast )) \leq max
i=1,...,k

| \lambda n - i+1(H(V\ast ))| + max
i=1,...,k

| \lambda i(H(V\ast ))| .

We now are able to establish the quadratic convergence of the SCF iteration for
NEPv (5.17).
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Theorem 5.7. Let A,B \in \BbbR n\times n be symmetric with B \succ 0, and let V\ast be any
global solution to TRP (5.16). If \delta \ast := \lambda n - k+1(H(V\ast ))  - \lambda n - k(H(V\ast )) > 0, then
for any given V0 \in \BbbO n\times k, the SCF iteration (Algorithm 1 with a modification \Lambda i =
Diag(\lambda n - k+1(Hi), . . . , \lambda n(Hi)) at line 3) converges quadratically to \scrR (V\ast ). Moreover,

(5.21) lim sup
i\rightarrow \infty 

\| sin\Theta (Vi, V\ast )\| ui
\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, V\ast )\| 2ui

\leq \chi ui

\delta \ast 
,

where ui \in \{ 2, F\} , \chi ui = \kappa ui\| B\| ui with \kappa ui given by (5.19).

Proof. Note by (5.17b) that \| H(V ) - H(V\ast )\| ui = | \psi (V ) - \psi (V\ast )| \cdot \| B\| ui. Thus,
for ui \in \{ 2, F\} , we can use Lemma 5.6 to obtain

\| H(V ) - H(V\ast )\| ui = | \psi (V ) - \psi (V\ast )| \cdot \| B\| ui \leq \kappa ui\| B\| ui \cdot \| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 2ui.

Consequently, the assumption (A3) of Theorem 4.1 for local convergence is satisfied
for q = 2 due to the fact that

lim sup
\| sin\Theta (V,V\ast )\| ui\rightarrow 0

\| (I  - P\ast )[H(V ) - H(V\ast )]P\ast \| ui
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 2ui

\leq lim sup
\| sin\Theta (V,V\ast )\| ui\rightarrow 0

\| H(V ) - H(V\ast )\| ui
\| sin\Theta (V, V\ast )\| 2ui

\leq \kappa ui\| B\| ui = \chi ui.

(5.22)

Thus, by Theorem 4.1, the locally quadratic convergence of the SCF iteration imme-
diately follows under the assumption of the eigenvalue gap \delta \ast = \lambda n - k+1(H(V\ast ))  - 
\lambda n - k(H(V\ast )) > 0.

Example 2. We present an example to demonstrate the local quadratic conver-
gence revealed in Theorem 5.7. Let A = Z Diag(1, 2, . . . , n)Z and B = Lm\otimes Im+Im\otimes 
Lm + \alpha In, where Z = In  - 2111111T/n is a Householder matrix, 111 is a vector of all ones,
B \in \BbbR n\times n is a regularized standard 2-D discrete Laplacian on the unit square based
upon a 5-point stencil with equally spaced mesh points, and Lm = tridiag( - 1, 2, - 1).
\alpha > 0 is a regularization parameter, usually determined by the cross-validation tech-
nique over a prescribed set [30].

To numerically demonstrate the quadratic convergence rate, we take n = 400
(i.e., m = 20), k = 10, and \alpha = \alpha (t) = 2t for t = 0, 1, . . . , 10. For each \alpha (t), the SCF

iteration starts with V0 = [e1, . . . , ek] and terminates and returns \widehat V\ast whenever NResi
in (4.1) is no larger than 10 - 14. \widehat V\ast is then treated as an exact solution. The observed
quadratic rate is taken to be

\widehat \tau =
\| sin\Theta (Vi, \widehat V\ast )\| 2

\| sin\Theta (Vi - 1, \widehat V\ast )\| 22
for i near the end of the SCF iteration. Correspondingly, the estimated quadratic
rate is taken to be \widehat \chi /\widehat \delta \ast , where
\widehat \chi =

\| (I  - \widehat P\ast )[H(Vi) - H(\widehat V\ast )] \widehat P\ast \| 2
\| sin\Theta (Vi, \widehat V\ast )\| 22 and \widehat \delta \ast = \lambda n - k+1(H(\widehat V\ast )) - \lambda n - k(H(\widehat V\ast ))

for i near the end of the SCF iteration. Figure 2 shows both \widehat \tau and \widehat \chi /\widehat \delta \ast for different
values of \alpha (t). As we can see, the estimated quadratic convergence rates are generally
tight as upper bounds for the observed ones.
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Fig. 2. Estimated quadratic convergence rate \widehat \chi /\widehat \delta \ast and observed rate \widehat \tau of the SCF iteration
for solving NEPv (5.17) as \alpha = \alpha (t) varies with t = 0, 1, . . . , 10.

6. Concluding remarks. In this paper, we identified two sufficient conditions
for the existence and uniqueness of the NEPv (1.1), namely Lipschitz-like conditions
(3.1) and a uniform eigenvalue gap condition (3.2). The latter is undoubtedly strong
and may be hard to verify in general unless the coefficient matrix H(V ) is very special,
such as the one for the Hartree--Fock integro-differential equations by Canc\`es and Le
Bris [4].

Throughout the paper, we have assumed (1.2), i.e., H(V ) \equiv H(V Q) for any
unitary Q \in \BbbC k\times k which makes H(V ) a matrix-valued function on the Grassmann
manifold of k-dimensional subspaces. As a result, Lipschitz-like conditions and the
convergence results of the SCF iteration are stated in terms of the sine of the canonical
angles between the subspaces. Looking beyond (1.2), we point out that most of our
developments can still be adapted to the situations where (1.2) is no longer true.

Possible modifications include, in general, replacing all \| sin\Theta (V, \widetilde V )\| by \| V  - \widetilde V \| .
We presented local and global convergence analysis for the plain SCF iteration

(Algorithm 1) for solving NEPv (1.1) and showed their applications to discrete Kohn--
Sham NEPv (5.1) and the TRP (5.16). For these applications, we are able to demon-
strate the near-optimality of the convergence rates revealed in this paper. Further-
more, for the instance of the Kohn--Sham problem (5.1), we have significantly im-
proved the previous results in [27, 14]. Our analysis so far has been on the plain
SCF iteration, i.e., without incorporating any accelerated schemes, such as the ones
in [18, 25]. It would be an interesting topic to examine whether our analysis can be
carried over to those accelerated SCF iterations.
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